1. Panel width shall not exceed 10 feet without a Contraction Joint.
2. Driveway to be one course concrete pavement.
3. 6" thick for residential drive, 8" thick for commercial drive and alley or specified.
4. Maximum driveway width = 30' with 3' tappers.
5. Minimum distance from lot line = 5', 25' between driveways.
6. Caps required on curbstone located in driveways.
7. The City must inspect twice, before placement of concrete and finish product.
8. Curb cut: structures must meet specifications of existing curb. Cut must be made at nearest joint and not between joints. The entire curb must be poured before the driveway.
9. Contraction joint: Must be installed between curb and driveway.
10. Front of Curb: Must be formed if blacktop is broken or jagged. Blacktop must be milled or saw cut and asphalt replaced to create proper seal and uniform appearance.
11. Connected driveways must be approved by the city and be a minimum of 24' and a maximum of 60'.
12. Driveways must be at 90 degree angle to street, unless approved by the city.